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OPTICAL RF STEREO 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF INVENTION 

This invention relates to advanced radio frequency (RF) 
systems which utilize optical ?bers or direct lasers to 
achieve RF transmission and reception of widely separated 
RF antennas. The functional goals of these systems are to 
setup RF deceptions for countering RF threats. to carry out 
live battle ?eld deceptions. to assess the success of 
deceptions. to locate individual unfriendly RF emitters hid 
den in dense RF environment for electronic intelligence 
gathering. as well as other applications. 

CROSS-REFEREN CE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to application Ser. No. 07/787. 
085. Group Art Unit: 2202. Filing Date: Nov. 4. 1991. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A live musical production consists of many voices. 
instruments. and sound effect generators. These sound 
sources constitute a very dense acoustical environment. 
Stereo is a high ?delity sound reproduction scheme which 
uses many channels to record a live musical production. The 
intrinsic characteristics associated with the excitements. 
locations and movements of these sources are faithfully 
recorded in a stereo sound reproduction scheme. On a play 
back mode. the stereo systems will truly reproduce these 
intrinsic characteristics. An audiophile can enjoy a live 
musical production in his own living room with the help of 
his stereo play back system. He is able to identify and locate 
each of the musical sources without any confusions. Mean 
while he is deceived by his stereo play back system as if a 
live musical production is performing for him specially. 
While stereo systems are dominated ones in acoustics. RF 

deception systems in use today are mono in nature. i.e. each 
deception system is comprised of a single antenna to receive 
and transmit RF radiations. Mono RF deception systems 
su?’er from many drawbacks. They lack the sophistication 
and spatial diversity as in comparison with acoustical stereo 
systems. They can not reproduce many important features 
and RF signatures of ?ghting platforms for achieving suc 
cessful deceptions. In light of the above. there is a need in 
the art for more advanced RF systems for deception. and 
other applications. 
The objectives of the present invention are for electronic 

deceptions as well as intelligence gathering. and other 
applications. The invention is based on the RF modulation of 
laser sources. An optical ?ber RF link system was intro 
duced in the previous invention of optical ?ber based bistatic 
radars. The inventor has discovered that RF links can also be 
accomplished through direct laser transmissions. The diifer 
ence between optical ?ber and direct laser RF link systems 
is only in the replacement of the optical ?ber by a direct 
laser. Both optical ?ber and direct laser RF link systems will 
be referred to as an optical RF link system. The optical ?ber 
based bistatic radar should be properly referred to as an 
optical bistatic radar. 
RF interferometers as used in radio astronomy employ 

multiple antennas. which are regularly spaced and properly 
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2 
placed. They function as a whole antenna for attaining the 
?nest angular detail in astronomical observations. Like the 
placement of speakers in the stereo sound reproduction. no 
strict regularities are imposed on the placement of antenna 
subsystems in the present invention. In most cases. these 
antennas mounted on respective remote vehicles move sepa 
rately to achieve objectives of the present invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Embodiments of the present invention advantageously 
satisfy the above identi?ed need in the art and provide 
advanced RF systems which are sophisticated. and versatile; 
which achieve RF stereo reception and transmission; which 
process and generate RF signals at a central location and not 
at antenna locations. In particular. an embodiment of the 
inventive RF systems comprises a network of optical RF 
link systems. a processing center. and a number of antenna 
subsystems which mounted on remotely situated vehicles. 
The antenna subsystems transmit and receive RF signals. A 
network of optical RF link systems links these antenna 
subsystems with the processing center. Remote vehicles do 
not need RF receivers and RF generators to process and to 
generate RF signals. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
antenna subsystems on remote vehicles are passive and do 
not require operation personnel. These antenna subsystems 
are under direct command and control from the processing 
center. On receiving modes. received RF signals from these 
antenna subsystems are fed by the network of optical RF link 
systems directly to the processing center for processing. On 
transmitting modes. RF generators at the processing center 
generate RF signals and send these RF signals through the 
network of optical link systems to antenna subsystems for 
transmissions. Further. the remote vehicles do not require 
the RF receivers and processing capabilities except ampli 
?cations and up converting RF signals to optical signals or 
down converting optical signals to RF signms. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

Acomplete understanding of the present invention may be 
gained by considering the following detailed description in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings. in which: 

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an optical RF stereo 
systems fabricated in accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of an optical RF link 
system for use in fabricating embodiments of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a RF delay loop for use 
in fabricating embodiments of the present invention which 
provides proper delays for the processing of RF signals; 

FIG. 4 shows pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems with aerial unmanned vehicles. as controlled 
by a single ground based platform. fabricated in accordance 
with the present invention; 

FIG. 5 shows pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems with aerial unmanned vehicles. as supported 
by multiple ground based moving platforms. fabricated in 
accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 6 shows pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems with ground based vehicles fabricated in 
accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 6a show pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems on a ship for real time threat assessment 
fabricated in accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 6b shows pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems for landing safety assessment fabricated in 
accordance with the present invention; 
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FIG. 7 shows the application of an optical RF stereo 
systems in gathering and emitting RF signatures fabricated 
in accordance with the present invention for synthetic imag 
ing countermeasures; 

FIG. 8 pictorially shows a part of an optical RF stereo 
systems fabricated in accordance with the present invention 
for smart deceptions'. 

FIG. 8a shows the remaining part of the optical RF stereo 
systems in FIG. 8 fabricated in accordance with the present 
invention for smart deceptions; 

FIG. 9 shows a block diagram of an optical RF stereo 
systems fabricated in accordance with the present invention 
for RF environment deceptions of battles in action. 

FIG. 9a show a schematic diagram of the optical RF 
stereo systems in FIG. 9 fabricated in accordance with the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRlP'I'ION 

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of embodiment 100 of an 
optical RF stereo systems (“ORSS") fabricated in accor 
dance with the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1. ORSS 
is comprised of remote vehicles 110 and 111 (“RV 110 and 
RV 111”). optical RF link systems 120 and 121 (“ORLS 120 
and ORLS 121"). processing center 130 (“PC 150”). 
Although FIG. 1 shows two remote vehicles. embodiments 
of the present invention include systems wherein ORSS is 
comprised of a multiplicity of remote vehicles. As those of 
ordinary skill in the art should readily appreciate that PC 130 
may be collocated with one of the remote vehicles. 

RV 110 and RV 111 in FIG. 1 are comprised of respective 
antenna subsystems and RF ampli?ers which are well 
known to those of ordinary skill in the art and is passive. i.c.. 
unmanned. since no on-vehicle supporting personnel is 
needed. ORSS 100 may be operated in one of three different 
modes: 

First. in a receiving mode. RV 110 and RV 111 receive RF 
signals 140 and 141 from object 150 which may be an active 
RF emitter or a body passively re?ecting RF radiation. RV 
110 and RV 111 do not possess RF receivers. Both RV 110 
and RV 111 forward received RF signals 140 and 141 over 
ORLS 120 and ORLS 121 respectively to RF receivers at PC 
130 for processing. 
Second. in a transmitting mode. RF signals generated by 

PC 130 are coherently split and sent respectively through 
ORLS 120 and ORLS 121 to RV 110 and RV 111. After 
receiving at RV 110 and RV 111. RF signals will be 
ampli?ed then are transmitted through respective antenna 
subsystems at RV 110 and RV 111. The transmitted RF 
signals 140 and 141 head to the object 150 which may be a 
radiation seeker as well as a passive RF radiation monitor. 

Third. in a receiving-transmitting mode. RF signals from 
object 150 are received by one of the remote vehicle RV 110. 
After receiving. RV 110 sends the received RF signals 140 
through ORLS 120 to PC 130 for processing. After 
processing. PC 150 sends the processed RF signals through 
ORLS 121 to RV 111. At RV 111. the RF signals will be 
ampli?ed and then are transmitted through the antenna 
subsystem back to the object 150. If object 150 is a mono 
static radar. then PC 130 does not change the carrier fre 
quency of the RF signals in processing. If object 150 is s 
two-way navigational transponder. then PC 130 in process 
ing will change the carrier frequency of the RF signals 
accordingly. 

Similarly. RF signals from said object 150 are received by 
the remote vehicle RV 111. After receiving. RV 111 sends the 
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received RF signals 141 through ORLS 121 to PC 130. 
which processes the RF signals 141 in a same manner as the 
RF signals 140. After processing. PC 130 sends the pro 
cessed RF signals through ORLS 120 to RV 110. At RV 110, 
the RF signals will be ampli?ed and then are transmitted 
through the antenna subsystem back to the object 150. 

FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of an optical RF link 
system for use in fabricating embodiments of the present 
invention. The optical RF link system is basically the optical 
?ber RF link system as speci?ed in the previous invention of 
optical ?ber based bistatic radars. As shown in FIG. 2. either 
the optical ?ber or the direct laser is selected as the medium 
for sending RF signals. The selection depends problems on 
the hand. The optical RF link system sends RF signals to and 
back from remote vehicles. both optical-up and down 
converters are used. All converters are referred to as optical 
RF converters. The optical ?ber RF link system as speci?ed 
in the previous invention of optical ?ber based bistatic 
radars is a special case and only for one-way RF transmis 
sions. The optical RF link system as speci?ed here is more 
general and for two-way RF transmissions 
As shown in FIG. 2 of receiving mode operation. RV 110 

receives RF signals 140 as input and outputs received RF 
signals 201. Then. received RF signals 201 are applied as 
input to low noise RF ampli?er 210 to assure enough signal 
strength in order to overcome optical conversion losses. The 
output from RF ampli?er 210 is applied as input to optical 
RF converter 220. Optical-RF converter 220 converts the 
output from RF ampli?er 210 into optical signals. The 
optical signals from optical-RF converter 220 are applied as 
input to multiplexer and demultiplexer 230. Multiplexer and 
demultiplexer 230 applies the optical signals as input to 
optical ?ber or direct laser 240 for transmission to multi 
plexer and demultiplexer 250 at PC 130. Multiplexer and 
demultiplexer 250 applies the optical signals as input to 
optical-RF converter 260. Optical-RF convener 260 con 
verts the optical signals back to RF signals and applies the 
RF signals as input to low noise RF ampli?er 270. RF 
ampli?er 270 ampli?es the RF signals and applies them as 
input to processor and receiver 280 for processing. 
As shown in FIG. 2 of transmitting mode of operation. 

lower noise RF ampli?er 270 receives RF signals generated 
by RF generator 280 as input and ampli?es RF signals to a 
proper strength in order to overcome optical conversion 
losses. The output from RF ampli?er 270 is applied as input 
to optical-RF converter 260. Optical-RF converter 260 con 
verts the output from RF ampli?er 270 into optical signals. 
The optical signals from optical-RF converter are applied as 
input to multiplexer and demultiplexer 250. Multiplexer and 
demnltiplexer 250 applies the optical signals as input to 
optical ?ber or direct laser for transmission to multiplexer 
and demultiplexer 230 at RV 110. Multiplexer and demul 
tiplexer 230 applies the optical signals as input to optical-RF 
converter 220. Optical-RF converter 220 converts the opti— 
cal signals to the RF signals and applies the RF signals to 
low noise RF ampli?er 210. RF ampli?er 210 ampli?es the 
RF signals and send to a power ampli?er at RV 110. The 
power ampli?er send the ampli?ed RF signals to the antenna 
subsystem at RV 110 for transmission. 
As further shown in FIG. 2. command and control signals 

which are used to slave RV 110 are sent from PC 130 to RV 
110 in the following manner. Command and control signals 
are generated by command and control subsystems 290 and 
are applied as input to optical-RF converter 300. Then. 
optical-RF converter 300 converts the command and control 
signals into optical signals and applies the optical signals as 
input to multiplexer and demultiplexer 250. Multiplexer and 
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demultiplexer 250 applies the optical signals as input to 
optical ?ber or direct laser 240 for transmission to multi 
plexer and demultiplexer 230 at RV 110. Multiplexer and 
demultiplexer 230 applies the optical signals as input to 
optical-RF converter 310. Optical-RF converter 310 con 
verts the optical signals back to command and control 
signals and applies the command and control signals as input 
to digital interface 320. Lastly. digital interface 320 applies 
command and control signals to the antenna subsystem 135 
at RV 110. 
Low noise RF ampli?er 210. optical-RF converter 220. 

multiplexer and demultiplexer 230. optical ?ber 240. mul 
tiplexer and demultiplexer 250. optical-RF converter 2150~ 
low noise RF ampli?er 270. optical-RF converter 300. 
optical-RF converter 310. and digital interface 320 are 
apparatuses which are well known to those of ordinary skill 
in the art. For example: (a) optical-RF converters typically 
comprise modulated laser sources and photodetectors and 
(b) optical multiplexer and demultiplexer may comprise a 
spliced optical ?ber. a hybrid of a grating and a dielectric 
thin-?lm ?lter. a planar wave guide. and so forth. In 
addition. processor. receiver. and RF generator 280 are 
apparatuses which are well known to those of ordinary skill 
in the art. 
Command and control subsystems 290 are apparatuses 

which are well known to those of ordinary skill in the art and 
the manner in which command and control signals are 
generated thereby is also well known to those of ordinary 
skill in the art. Further. as are well known to those of 
ordinary skill in the art. the command and control signals 
typically take the form of digital signals. Still further. the 
manner in which the command and control signals are sent 
and utilized to control antenna subsystem 135 of RV 110 is 
well known to those of ordinary skill in the art. 
As those of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate, 

embodiments other than the speci?c con?guration shown in 
FIG. 2 may be fabricated to provide ORLS 200. For 
example. the various converters may be combined with the 
multiplexer and demultiplexers by using multi-wavelength 
light sources and photodiodes; command and control signals 
may have own independent link system which may or may 
not be optical ?ber or direct laser based. ORLS 200 may 
consist a number of ?ber or direct laser for sending back and 
forth RF signals. Further. as optical ?ber in-line-ampli?ers 
become available. one may be able to eliminate the use of 
low noise RF ampli?ers. 

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a RF delay loop for use 
in fabricating embodiments of the present invention. The 
loop provides proper delays for the processing of RF signals. 
As shown in FIG. 3. partial optical signals in optical ?ber 
240 are switched into optical ?ber loop 310 through swit 
chable coupler 320. The tapped optical signals are ampli?ed 
through the in-line optical ampli?er 330 (“0A 330”). Iso 
lator 340 assures the optical signals in the loop 310 only 
circulating in one direction. As the optical signals circulate 
the loop. the signal strength reduces. The reduction is 
compensated by CA 330 to keep the optical signals circu 
lating in the loop again and again until switchable coupler 
320 is open. A partial of RF signals are switched back to 
optical ?ber 240 and the remainders are still in the loop 
circulating. The loop switch 350 will be closed to stop the 
circulation of RF signals in the loop. before expecting for 
new arriving optical signals from optical ?ber 240. The 
switchable coupler 320 can be simply a combination of a 
switch and coupler. Arrows in FIG. 3 indicate the ?ow 
direction of optical signals. 

In accordance with the present invention. RF signals 
received from remote antennas are sent directly to PC 130 
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6 
for processing. RF receivers in PC 130 will correlate these 
signals. Widely separated remote antennas can create large 
differences in time arrivals of these signals. RF receivers 
only can adjust small time di?erence. A large portion in 
diiferences has to be subtracted ?rst in order for RF receivers 
to correlated these signals. An optical RF link system with 
an RF delay loop provides an optimum way for the subtrac 
tion. As is well known to those of ordinary skill in the art. 
the time arrival diiferences among these signals can be 
accurately determined from the subtraction and correlation. 

In accordance with the present invention. RF signals 
generated by the generator at PC 130 are sent directly to 
remote antennas for transmission to the object 150 of 
interest. The transit times for different antennas from the 
generator at PC 130 to object 150 may have large differ 
ences. As is well to those of ordinary slu'll in art. making 
coherent reception for object 150 requires the minimization 
of these di?erences. An optical RF link system with an RF 
delay loop provides an optimum way for minimizing large 
di?’erences. 

FIG. 4 shows pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems with unmanned aerial vehicles 4110 and 4111 
(“UAV 4110 and UAV 4111”) as controlled by a single 
ground based platform. fabricated in accordance with the 
present invention. The optical RF link systems 4120 or 4121 
can either be tethered optical ?bers or direct lasers. In a 
tethered case. an optical RF link system is spooled onto 
spools at both ends. When such a system is deployed. the 
spools play out the optical ?ber. In a direct laser case. lasers 
of ORLS 4120 or ORLS 4121 are beamed between an UAV 
and the ground platform. Laser beams follow respective 
UAVs as they move. Spatial positions of these UAVs are 
closely tracked by the ground platform The method of 
tracking is well known to those of ordinary skill in the art. 
The receiving mode is for electronic intelligence gather 

ing. Prior arts teach radio controlled UAVs. RF signals 
received by the UAV antenna have to processed by an 
onboard RF receiver ?rst. The receiver converts RF signals 
to radio signals. which are sent back to the ground for further 
processing. These radio controlled UAVs are long range and 
easy to operate. They have three major de?ciencies. First. 
they are lacking of accuracy in the determination of emitter 
positions. Since each onboard RF receiver only has the 
access to the RF signals received from the host UAV. these 
onboard RF receivers are not able to perform a comparative 
correlation with RF signals from other UAV. Without the 
comparative correlation. the distance difference of two 
UAVs to each emitter can not be properly measured. The 
location of each emitter is only determined up to the UAV’s 
antenna beam width. Second. they are lacking of frequency 
diversity. RF receivers are frequency limited. Sophisticated 
RF receivers are heavy. The lifting capability restricts the 
use of sophisticated RF receivers onboard an UAV. Third. 
they are not covert and vulnerable. The radio transmission 
reveals the operation of a UAV. The radio link can be 
jammed. In the light of the above. there is a need in the art 
for more advanced RF systems to achieve high quality 
intelligence gathering. 

In embodiments of the present invention at a receiving 
mode of operation. antennas on [UVA] UAV 4110 and UAV 
4111 both point to the area of interest at a command from the 
processing center 4130 through ORLS 4120 and ORLS 4121 
respectively. The received RF signals from both antennas are 
sent directly to a RF receiver at processing center 4130. 
which is housed inside the ground based platform. for 
processing. The RF receiver ?rst determines functional 
characteristics of emitters. These emitters may be actively 
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radiating or passively re?ecting. Using comparative corre 
lation of RF signals from both UAVs. which are well known 
to those skilled in the art. the RF receiver then accurately 
determines the distance difference of these two UAVs to 
each emitter. The receiving mode of operation is best suited 
for electronic intelligence surveillance in localizing posi 
tions of hostile RF emitters. Prior arts teach the use of RF 
receivers onboard the each individual UAV to process RF 
signals. As those with ordinary skill in the art would readily 
appreciate. prior arts are not able to measure the distance 
diiference. 

In further embodiments of the present invention. one of 
the UAVs moves to a new location after above measure 

ments. Preferably. the new orientation of the baseline con 
necting two UAVs are perpendicular to the orientation 
before moving. Measurements are repeated. It is well known 
in the art that. from the information of UAV positions. 
pointing directions of antennas. and the distance differences 
from above sequential measurements. one can accurately 
determine the positions of each respective RF emitters in the 
region of the interest. As those with ordinary skill in the art 
would readily appreciate. wider separations of UAVs will 
lead to better determinations of RF emitter positions. 

In further embodiments of the present invention. more 
than two UAVs are deployed. The deployment of multiple 
UAVs increases the cost and complexity of operation. but 
one will be able to monitor the movements of RF emitters 
constantly. 
The transmitting mode is for deception. Prior arts teach 

independent and self contained electronic decoys. Due to 
weight and cost limitation. most of them are simple repeaters 
and others lack of sophistication. Man made objects are 
extended in nature and have physical dimensions. These 
itself contained decoys are only able in mimicking simple 
point objects and can be easily identi?ed by hostile smart 
seekers. In the light of the above. there is a need in the art 
for more advanced decoys. 

In embodiments of the present invention at a transmitting 
mode of operation. RF signals are first synthesized by a RF 
generator in processing center 4130. The synthesized RF 
signals then are coherently split into two and sent to respec 
tive UAV 4110 and UAV 4111 through ORLS 4120 and 
ORLS 4121. RF ampli?ers onboard UAVs amplify received 
RF signals from processing center 4130. and send the 
ampli?ed RF signals through UAV antennas toward the 
threats of interest. The emitted radiations from UAVs are 
coherent and UAVs play the roles of electronic decoys. 

The present teaching lead to the coherent wave emitted 
from two antennas at UAVs as 

ta. Explain-mass Ermine-mu alarpvml 
?nwmwl-(x-xiit (1) 

where [k1 and k._.] IT, and [T2 are the wave vectors from UAV 
a.’ ...> —> 

positions [X1 and x2] x, and x2 to the position x of the 
interest respectively. a1 and a2 are the amplitudes of the 

waves emitted from UAVs from positions [1r1 and X2] 1?; and 
;; respectively. It is well known in the art that Wave 
characteristics are independent to Whether waves are scalar 
or vector. For simplicity. a scalar wave has been chosen to 
express the electromagnetic radiations emitted from UAVs 
of the present invention. The direction of the above wave is 
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1 (2) I {[lallzkl + lazpkzl + la1a;l(k1 +k2) X 
lalP + I87]: 

oosril i? — in - 1?. ~ (Y - in + 5. - 521M 

—' {with + will + with +12) >< <2) 
la]? + lag? 

Clo-‘1E1 ' (1: _ ;1)_ "+2 ' (3; ' ;2)+5r _ 82]}, 

where la1|errp(i51)=a1 and la2lexp(i52)=a2. 51 and 62 are 
respective phase shifts. Radar trackers or radiation seekers. 
whether they use sequential lobing. conical scan or 
monopulse methods. are all seeking the direction of elec 
tromagnetic waves. Electromagnetic radiations emitted or 
re?ected from single point objects have well de?ned direc 

tions Trackers or seekers will lock onto these directions 
and home to these objects. Ifa tracker or seeker is not in line 
with the direction of electromagnetic waves. it will enter a 
mode searching for the direction. The electromagnetic radia 
tions emitted from UAVs of the present invention as shown 
from the above equation lack of well de?ned directions. 

_, 

These directions vary with the position x of a tracker or 
seeker. When the tracker or seeker moves as a function of 
time t 

tX=X<a1 lie). (3) 
the radiation direction as seen by the tracker or seeker is 
constantly varying. The variational rate can be expressed as 

lamKkr + k2) (4) 

a» 

MG. 60) — Y.) — 7!. - (in) — 1m 6. — 621. 

where [120)] it (t) is the velocity of the tracker or seeker. 
The embodiments of the present invention will constantly 
put tracker and seeker in searching modes and losing their 
tracln'ng capabilities. Anyone with ordinary skills in the art 
will readily appreciate. embodiments of the present inven~ 
tion advantageously provide an generic method to counter 
all trackers or seekers including monopulse trackers. 

In accordance with the present invention. the delays from 
ORLS 4120 and ORLS 4121 are properly adjusted. such that 
the electromagnetic radiations emitted from UAVs remain 
coherent in the region of interest even at pulsed modes of 
operation. Many lmown electromagnetic countermeasure 
techniques: like range gate pulling. pulse on noise. pulse 
staggering. delayed pulsing. pulse stretching. cooperate 
blinking. Doppler shift mimicking. etc . . . can be added 

directly to enhance the operational diversity of the present 
invention. 

In further embodiments of the present invention. more 
than two UAVs are deployed. As those of ordinary skill in 
the art will readily appreciate. many RF generators can be 
simultaneously deployed such that the RF radiations emitted 
from each of UAVs are completely dilTerent for achieving 
functional and spatial diversities to encounter multiple 
threats. Advantageously. the electromagnetic countermea 
sures of the present invention are more sophisticated and 
less prone to the ann'quation induced by technology evolu 
tion than otfboard countermeasure techniques of prior arts. 
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FIG. 5 pictorially shows an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems with aerial unmanned vehicles. as supported 
by multiple ground based moving platforms. fabricated in 
accordance with the present invention. The ORLS 5120 and 
ORLS 5121 can either use an optical ?ber or a direct laser. 
One of ground platforms houses the processing center 5130 
and the other function as a relay station 5122. In a receiving 
mode. the relay station 5122 receives RF signals from UAV 
5110 through ORLS 5120. then the relay station 5122 
forward the received RF signals to processing center 5130 
through ORLS 5123. In a transmitting mode. the relay 
station 5122 receives RF signals from processing center 
through ORLS 5123. then the relay station 5122 forward the 
received RF signals to UAV 5110 through ORLS 5120. UAV 
5111 is directly linked with processing center 5130 through 
ORLS 5121. In preferred embodiments. UAV 5110 and UAV 
5111 are towed by respective moving platforms. which are 
linked with each other through a direct laser ORLS 5123. 

In further embodiments of the present invention. moving 
platforms are equipped with respective antenna subsystems 
and RF ampli?ers to function as remote vehicles. which are 
linked to the processing 5130 center through optical RF link 
systems. In a receiving mode of operation. moving platforms 
sail through the area of interest. The multiple remote 
vehicles constantly and continuously provide information on 
precise locations and movements of RF emitters under the 
surveillance. In a transmitting mode of operation. sophisti 
cated deception techniques can be deployed to defeat hostile 
threats. In accordance with the present invention. these 
deception techniques are under the direct control of a 
common processing center. The direct control will remove 
the degradation created by the con?icts and interferences 
among deception techniques. 

Prior arts teach the use of independent or radio linked 
multiple vehicles for surveillance and countermeasure 
deception. Every of these vehicles houses a complete RF 
systems. In a receiving mode. a complete RF system consists 
of an antenna subsystem. a RF receiver. a processor. and a 
radio. In a transmitting mode. a complete RF system consists 
of an antenna subsystem a RF ampli?er. a RF generator. a 
processor and a radio. The space and weight limitations of 
these vehicles require the complete system being specially 
tailored and packaged. RF receivers and RF generators on 
these vehicles are functional speci?c. The functions of these 
vehicles are limited. scenario dependent. and not generic. 
Processors on these vehicles are not smart and intelligent 
due weight and space limitations. Tailoring increases the 
development costs and lengths the development cycles. 
Radio links can be easily jammed. and makes the operation 
noncovert. Furthermore radio links deny the integration with 
friendly systems in operation. Packaging cans the technol 
ogy. The packaged RF systems always fall beyond the 
current technology. As those of ordinary skill in the art will 
readily appreciate. the present invention teaches RF 
receivers. RF generators. processors. and command and 
control systems situated in the processing center. No space 
and weigh restrictions need be imposed on these appara 
mses. Off-the-shelf apparatuses can be used without spe 
cially tailoring and packaging. All the de?ciencies in the 
prior arts are eliminated. 

FIG. 6 pictorially shows an application of an optical RF 
stereo system with ground based remote vehicles fabricated 
in accordance with the present invention. Remote vehicles 
RV 6110 and RV 6111 are linked to and controlled by the 
processing center 6130 housed inside a ground base plat 
form through ORLS 6120 and ORLS 6121 respectively. As 
those of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate. there 
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10 
are some basic differences in the physics of an unmanned 
aerial vehicle and a ground based vehicle. An unmanned 
aerial vehicle has very restricted loading and space 
limitations. are unstable and autonomous. In a case of 
failure. an UAV become useless. Comparatively. a ground 
based vehicle has no loading and space limitations. are 
stable and easy to In a case of failure. a man can 
be sent to fix it. 

In further embodiments of the present invention. antenna 
subsystems on RV 6110 and RV 6111 both point to the 
hostile threat 6150 at a command from processing center 
6130 through ORLS 6120 and ORLS 6121 respectively. The 
active or passive RF radiations 6140 and 6141 from threat 
6150 are received by respective antenna subsystems at RV 
6110 and RV 6111. The received RF radiations are sent 
through ORLS 6120 and ORLS 6121 directly to the pro 
cessing center 6130 for processing. Mixing of RF radiations 
from both RVs create a beating. which has the beating 
frequency of 

[(h-kh-Xm (13-1303 m. (5) 

where [k1 and k2] I?’ and I; are the wave vectors from the 

position of the threat to RV positions. and [2(0] 1 (t) the 
velocity of the threat. Eq. (5) is the Doppler shift difference 
of the threat with respect to two RVs. The beating frequency 
of Eq. (5) measures the threat velocity projection at the 

direction of the wave vector difference [kl-k2] If RF 
radiations are pulsed. the delays from ORLS 6120 and 
ORLS 6120 should be properly adjusted. such that the 
radiation delay difference between two routes from threat 
6150 to the processor at processing center 6130 is 
minimized. and pulses ?'om two routes will overlap to 
produce heating. 
The Doppler shift difference of Eq. (5) is resulted from 

intra pulse coherence. It is independent on whether the 
source of RF radiations is continuous. pulsed. inter pulse 
coherent. stable. or unstable. A Doppler shift difference 

Doppler shifts [kl-X6) and k2-X(t)] k1'~ x(t) and k," x(t). 
Hence. the pulse repetition rate of threat radiations needs not 
be high. in order to measure a Doppler shift di?erence. As 
anyone with ordinary sldll in the art will readily appreciate. 
the RVs should be stable and should not have random 
motions. Otherwise Doppler shift difference of Eq. (5) will 
be contaminated and the accuracy in determining the threat 
velocity projection will decrease. 

In further embodiments of the present invention. more 
than two RVs are deployed. As those of ordinary skill in the 
art will readily appreciate. the deployment of multiple RVs 
will determine the instantaneous position and velocity of a 
hostile or friendly object. In still further embodiments of the 
present invention. RVs are replaced by antenna subsystems 
which are installed at various part of a platform. The 
replacement is within the frame work of the present teach 
ing. Advantageously. the knowledge on the instantaneous 
position and velocity can be utilized for a real time assess 
ment of electronic countermeasure effectiveness. for accu 
rately locating the launching site of a hostile projectile. for 
tracking and neutralizing of hostile aircraft or missiles. for 
intruder detection. for highway tra?ic safety and control. for 
air tra?ic control and landing safety. The real time assess 
ment method based on the Doppler shift difference is much 
reliable than an incoherent amplitude comparison method. 
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The latter can be easily contaminated by the ?uctuations of 
hostile radiations. The Doppler shift difference method is a 
coherent method and the effects of ?uctuations can be 
removed through limiters. 

FIG. 6a show pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems on a ship for real time threat assessment 
fabricated in accordance with the present invention. Antenna 
subsystems 6110 and 6111 are installed on the bow and stem 
of a battle ship. Optical RF link systems connect these 
antenna subsystems with the processing center inside the 
ship. The measured Doppler shift difference of RFradiations 
from hostile threat 6150 will indicate whether the threat will 
hit the ship or not. As anyone with ordinary skill in the art 
will readily appreciate. if the measured Doppler shift dif 
ference is zero. the threat in FIG. 6a will de?nitely hit the 
ship. The antenna separation in the case of FIG. 6a is not 
large. The optical RF link systems may be replaced with 
coaxial RF link systems. 

FIG. 6b shows pictorially an application of an optical RF 
stereo systems for landing safety assessment fabricated in 
accordance with the present invention. Antenna subsystems 
6110 and 6111 are installed on both sides of a runway. 
Optical RF link systems connect these antenna subsystems 
with a receiver at the air n'a?ic control center. If the 
measured Doppler shift dilference of RF radiations from the 
landing aircraft is zero. the air tra?ic control center is sure 
that the aircraft has been aligned with the runway regardless 
the landing system on the aircraft working or not. As anyone 
with ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate. addi 
tional antenna subsystems have to be installed in order to 
provide both horizontal and azimuth alignments. 

In accordance with the present invention at a transmitting 
mode of operation. antenna subsystems on RV 6110 and RV 
6111 both point to the hostile threat 6150 at a command from 
processing center 6130 through ORLS 6120 and ORLS 6121 
respectively. RF signals are ?rst synthesized by a RF gen 
erator in the processing center 6130. The synthesized RF 
signals then are coherently split into two and sent to respec 
tive RV 6110 and RV 6111 through ORLS 6120 and ORLS 
6121. RF ampli?ers onboard RVs amplify received RF 
signals from processing center 6130. and send the amplified 
RF signals through RV antennas toward threat 6150. The 
direction of RF signals as perceived by threat 6150 is given 
at Eq. (2). _’ 

Unstable vehicles make positions [x1 and x2] 1?, and x2. 
shifts 51 and 52 uncertain. The uncertainty leads to statistical 
variations and reduces the degree of coherence. The radia 
tion direction indicated by Eq. (2) becomes probabilistic. 
which can be expressed as 

where P1 and P2 are the probabilities with P1+P2=l. The 
problem of this kind is often appeared as a missile seeker 
illuminated by two independent radiation sources. As any 
one with ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate. two 
views are existed in interpreting Eq. (6). One of them views 
that the hostile threat select the direction as indicated by Eq. 
(6). The other views differently that the hostile threat will 
either select direction [1:1 with probability P1 or direction kg 
121 with probability P1 or direction 12; with probability P2. 
The reduction in coherence leads to indeterrnination of the 
radiation direction. 

For stable vehicles. the uncertainty associated with posi 
tions [x l and x,] i; and )2 does not occur. Phase shifts 51 and 
52 are well de?ned The radiation direction as indicated by 
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Eq. (2) is deterministic. Although it will force a hostile threat 
into a searching mode. but it still lacks the capability in 
pulling the hostile threat to a particular direction. 

In accordance with the present invention at a receiving 
transmitting mode of operation. the active or passive RF 
radiations from the threat 6150 are received by the antennas 
on RV 6110. The received RF radiations from antenna 
subsystem at RV 6110 are sent through ORLS 6120 to 
processing center 6130. Without any processing. the pro 
cessing center 6130 sends the received RF radiations 
through ORLS 6121 to RV 6111. An RF power ampli?er at 
RV 6111 will amplify the RF radiations. which then will be 
transmitted through the antenna subsystem at RV 6111 back 
to threat 6150. Similarly the active or passive RF radiations 
from threat 6150 are received by the antenna subsystem at 
RV 6111 and the received RF radiations retrace back the 
same route to the antenna subsystem at RV 6110 for trans 
mitting to threat 6150. The cross transmissions eliminate the 
phase dependence in Eq. (2). and the direction of RF 
radiations as seen by threat 6150 can be expressed as 

lull? + lazp 

The radiation direction as experiences by hostile threat no 
longer depends on the threat position. By adjusting the 
magnitudes tall and lazl. one is able to pull threat 6150 to a 
particular direction. If the Doppler shift difference receiving 
mode is also adopted. then the success of the directional 
pulling can be assessed in real time. As anyone with ordinary 
51611 in the art will readily appreciate. present embodiments 
teach a remote antenna subsystem to pull off a threat. 

If during the cross over the phase of one radiation is shift 
by 180°. the direction of RF radiations as seen threat 6150 
is given by 

(8) 

As anyone with ordinary skill in the art will readily 
appreciate. to shift broad band RF radiations by a phase 180 
° may not be easy in using conventional RF means. but it is 
relatively simple by ?ber optical means. At la1i=la2|. the 
radiation direction of Eq. (8) is not de?ned. Such a method 
is usually referred to the crosseye. In crosseye applications. 
two antenna subsystems rn'e aboard on a same platform and 
are connected by wave guides or coaxial cables. The null 
state of radiation directions in crosseye applications is quasi 
stable. An imperfection of the phase reverse or magnitude 
equality will turn the platform into a radiating beacon. 

In further embodiment of the present invention. the 
receiving-transmitting mode of operation is use to mark air 
trai?c route as similar to highway lane markings for 
enhancement of air tra?ic safety. Antenna subsystem pairs 
with simple repeaters are installed along the air tra?ic route 
projection on the ground. When an aircraft ?ies into the 
operation range of particular antenna subsystem pair. the 
aircraft will transmit RF radiations to the pair. which will 
repeat the received RF radiations back to the aircraft. The 
beating frequency. which is the Doppler shift di?erence. of 
relayed back RF radiations will indicated the aircraft on the 
course or not. If no Doppler shift difference is detected. the 
aircraft transmits RF pulse codes with messages to the 
antenna pair. After the receiving. the antenna subsystem pair 














